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BPA Ratees and Focus 2028
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future competitiveness and viability, PPC believes the areas where the largest increases have
occurred need serious consideration. These include:







Fish and wildlife programs and operations. Focus should be on how to meet environmental
objectives and legal requirements in an efficient manner.
Energy efficiency program. Public power utilities have achieved great savings, and would
benefit from: a more analytical approach to determining BPA’s goals; enhanced flexibility
in the program delivery model with a larger share of direct utility funding; and, enhanced
efficiencies in BPA program implementation.
Capital Expenditures—maximizing limited borrowing authority and other capital resources
by strategically investing in BPA transmission and the federal hydro system. The Federal
Columbia River Power System is vital, but aging, infrastructure. Ensuring the reliable
operation and maintenance of the system while prioritizing and managing expenditures
requires greater collaboration between federal agencies and BPA customers.
Reform BPA’s budget process to recognize and address competitive rate realities. Rather
than assuming that budgets can continue to grow, BPA must build on the steps it has taken
to prioritize expenditures. Realistic budgeting will force greater scrutiny of proposed
investments and lead to durable decisions and long-term competitiveness.

PPC appreciates the initiation of Focus 2028 and encourages the Northwest congressional
delegation to support the effort and remain committed to needed reforms that support BPA future
stability and competitiveness.
Energy Balancing and Western Markets
The rise of intermittent renewable resources in the region, with BPA currently integrating more than
4,500 MW of wind generation, has prompted examination of various mechanisms that could be
used to integrate these intermittent resources and efficiently share balancing reserves.
Some of the investor-owned utilities in the Northwest are looking to join the “energy imbalance
market” run by the California Independent System Operator. Others had considered a Northwest
market option, but BPA determined that, without the participation of the region’s investor-owned
utilities, forming a regional market mechanism to address energy balancing would not be economic.
Now, BPA is exploring other ways to continue to sell surplus energy into the CAISO and otherwise
meet balancing requirements. PPC is continuing to stay involved in the consideration of these
interactions between BPA, other Northwest market participants, and the CAISO.
Federal Energy Legislation
As Congress considers federal energy legislation, PPC lends its support to efforts to:
 Streamline the licensing process for non-federal hydropower projects;
 Facilitate vegetation management of utility rights-of-way on federal lands; and,
 Protect local control of consumer-owned utilities to secure their own power supply.
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